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本文使用Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0软件平台进行了算法的研究，实现了一个残缺
指纹识别系统，该系统对于残缺指纹识别有较好的效果，达到了预期的目的。















         
         
In the process of fingerprint image acquisition, a large number of impairment
fingerprint images might be generated because of the people of acquisition or the
equipment of the acquisition, which affect the fingerprint recognition’s accuracy.
Nowadays, available method of fingerprint matching about normal fingerprint
images can get good recognition rate, but there is no good method can be fast
and accurately matching for the impairment fingerprint.
During a lot of research in the paper, author proposed a method of impairment
fingerprint matching which based on genetic algorithm. With the method of local
information instead of characteristics of the details, the algorithm’s accuracy can
be greatly improved. In this paper, author designed a system of impairment
fingerprint identification which based on the algorithm. Research contains the
following three aspects:
1. Impairment fingerprint image preprocessing. In the area of image
segmentation, binary and noise reduction algorithm, there is no difference
between impairment fingerprint image preprocessing and general fingerprint
image preprocessing. But there will be a lot of fingerprint false features in the
process of impairment fingerprint image preprocessing, we have to use great
algorithm of image enhancement. In this paper, fourier transform and eight
directional filtering are used in the impairment fingerprint enhancement based on
frequency domain.
2. Impairment fingerprint image’s feature extraction and false feature extraction.
According to impairment fingerprint image will produce many false feature after
pretreatment, this paper uses two methods to remove false features: Firstly,
eliminating burr, bridge, hole and other general false features by using ridge
tracking algorithm, then eliminating impairment fingerprint images’ false features.













paper designs a fingerprint matching algorithm based on global fingerprint
information and artificial intelligence method. It will be greatly improved the
accuracy of impairment fingerprint matching.
This paper uses the Microsoft Visual C + + 6.0 software to realize an automatic
impairment fingerprint identification system.
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